First of all thank you for getting in touch with me!
But before you think any further, please take some time to read through my FAQs just to make sure
that you now what card reading is all about and what to expect when you purchase a reading from
me!!!
I have been a spiritual person for all of my life already, ever since I was a teenager, I felt different
from others. Someday I finally found out that I am a hypersensitive person. I am clairesentient and
clairaudient. I am not clairevoyant though! I bought my first tarot cards at the age of 16 – which is
now more than 25 years ago.
I always felt the need to help and serve others: I am an archetypal „Teacher“, also a Healer, but
most of all a Teacher. This is why I see my life purpose not only in reading somebody's cards but
also to show the questioner his blind spots and what's lying underneath the original question he or
she was asking. It's all about energy if you wanna put it into one simply sentence. You always get
out what you put in. Nothing less and not one single bit more!
Especially when it comes to LOVE people do have enormous expectations. Not only towards the
second party but also generally: They think Love can heal everything. But that's bullshit (please
excuse my language)!
If you think somebody else is the reason for your luck and well-being, I assume this is also
viceversa the case, meaning that somebody else is responsible for your discomfort. But may I ask
you then: What are YOU responsible for? If your well-being depends of somebody else – what is
your duty in this lifetime?
I am not judging. I am just observing.
Yes, of course it is OK to ask (cards) for advice. But please be aware that at the end of the day
everyone has a free will and I also ask you to take everything that is said with a grain of salt. Be
objective!
Now to the reading itself:
– no yes or no questions!
– you have to be able to make the payment through Paypal. I do only accept Paypal as
payment method. Nothing else. No exceptions!
– I do NOT offer free readings
– the Universe has no time. Everything happens in divine timing. Sorry!
– No health or financal issues please
Oh and just in case if you wanna know whether or not somebody is „the right one“ - the answer is
YES: the one you are with is always the right person. Maybe not the right one to marry or to have
children with. But the right one to get some very revealing insights about YOURSELF!
My readings are recorded as a video and you will get a YouTube link within a few days. It's 15,-€
per question (EUROS not dollar!) via PayPal to my account diop76@gmx.de
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